
                                             NEVER-EVER, EVER-NEVER                                        1-30-16                            

@                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       (#9)  

1. Couldn’t get this on a telephone.                                                                            # 1 HIT SONG 

A feeling like I’d never known. 

Like a lightning rod right to my bone, 

Like an “x-factor,” but a “z-tone” 
__ put me completely in the zo_ zo_ zone! 

  HOOK: I could first feel it  __  in your kiss.                                                                                                              

I could then taste it  __  in your lips.                                                                                      

Never had such a “Wow !” sensation (oh !  my !), *                                                                           

never-ever, ever-never wanna leave this ! 

 [INSTRUMENTAL] †                                                                                                 

[REPEAT HOOK]    

2. Nothing in this dimension could or would have spared me. 

Had I caught even a glimpse it couldn’t have prepared me. 

But it might have scared me  __  right out of my wits !  

Everywhere I touch you / you touch me  __ 

it’s number-one hits ! 

 

 [REPEAT INSTRUMENTAL]  

[REPEAT HOOK]    

 

3. I think we’ve reached the peak  __  no, I know.    

I doubt there’s any higher we could go. 

But I love being on the fence where your love is this intense, 

and if you move at all, up-or-down, just move (with me) real slow. 

We’re in the perfect place of, “Oh, Oh, Oh !” ** 

   

 [INSTRUMENTAL] 

[HOOK] †† 

[INSTRUMENTAL WITH CLAPS, WITH FADEOUT TO END] 

 

 

  [END]              
                                                                                             Written: January 30, 2016   [H, L, G, M]                                                             

X                                                                                                             ____________________________________________                                                    

X                                                                                                         * On “Wow !” jumps to octave in high female head voice,                                      

X                                                                                                             and sustained into a squeal; then “Oh My !” is breathless                                             

X                                                                                                             like the wind knocked out of me / her  

    

                                                                                           † With each instrumental are breathlessly stated words of                                               

X                                                                                                              exclamation, “Wow !”, “OMG”, etc. 

     

                                                                                         ** These 3 words dramatically sung-spoken like almost at                                               

x                                                                                                               a peak 

 

                                                                  †† Keep repeating HOOK, “Never-ever, ever-never wanna                                            

X                                                                                                              le-eave this …” interspersed with 2x-3x-2x-3x hand clap-                                

X                                                                                                              ping like the song Stuck in the Middle with You.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
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